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BEGINNER PLUS

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

Clal Center
Jaffa St 97
Jerusalem

Beginner

Beginner Plus

Intermediate

Advanced

Shalom Ivrit

56h

Sunday

17:30-21:00

1880 NIS

Navigating JLM

56h

Tuesday

09:00-12:30

1880 NIS

Puzzling Israel

42h

Monday*

19:30-22:00

1390 NIS

Underground Israel

42h

18:00:20:30

1390 NIS

*Begins 4 November

Tuesday

BEGINNER

BEGINNER PLUS

SHALOM IVRIT

NAVIGATING JLM

HEBREW FROM THE BEGINNING

TAKE YOUR HEBREW TO THE NEXT
LEVEL!

TINAU’s introductory Hebrew course provides a foundation in
the language. We will start from the very beginning including:
how to introduce ourselves and get to know each other, how
to get around in the city, and how to express our basic needs.
We will also learn together how to share our thoughts, ideas,
and feelings.

TINAU’s Beginner Plus course has been designed for
those who have recently started their Hebrew journey.
Therefore, if you know your aleph bet but not your
binyanim (verbal forms), if you can introduce yourself a
bit but can’t explain your life’s passions, if you want to
build speaking ability whilst getting to grips with
grammatical nuts and bolts, this course is for you!

As part of the learning process, we will become familiar
with the cultural and conceptual world that lies between the
Hebrew words and letters alongside the initial familiarity with
the language. We will learn the foundations for reading,
writing, speaking and understanding, by using diverse
learning methods - from white-board and worksheets,
through conversation, games, songs and videos, to tours in
the city and other outdoor activities.

Classes will be dynamic and creative: with songs, and
games you’ll be getting out of your chairs and (gently) out
of your comfort zone. We’ll start with practical everyday
situations and move on to some of Jerusalem’s cultural
and political issues.
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GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS

This class is suitable for complete beginners (or those
who have already mastered a few words!) TINAU’s classes
are a safe and accepting place, so come ready
to express your thoughts, opinions and passions.

We’ll study texts written by other learners and write our
own. The course will adapt around your interests whether
that’s working out what your downstairs neighbours are
arguing about, what the soldiers at the checkpoint are
saying to you, or how to smoothly compliment someone
on their new outfit!

YALLA
COME AND START YOUR HEBREW JOURNEY WITH US!

INTERMEDIATE

ADVANCED

In this course, we will puzzle together the big (and
often messy) picture of Israel. Each week is
dedicated to a different piece of the puzzle, so you’ll
critically explore a variety of topics: Israeli art, history,
childhood and much more. At the same time, you’ll
take your speaking skills to the next level with a
variety of methods: discussions, improv theatre,
scenarios, songs, activities, trips and more!
This course is for learners who are beyond the basic
conversational level and can communicate in Hebrew
in the present and past tense and form their own
sentences. In this course, you will get more creative
and confident with the language and be able to
communicate with more complexity.

WANT TO EXPLORE UNDERGROUND
CULTURE AND POLITICS?
Have you always wanted to know how to say in
Hebrew: occupation, mansplaining, pink-washing,
freeganism and more? Then, this is the course for
you!
Together we will learn about unexpected events,
initiatives, struggles and protest. We will meet people
who had crazy ideas that turned into something real
and deepen both our Hebrew and our understanding
of Israeli society from the underground up.
The course is suitable for you if you are already
confident in the language, and will predominantly be
based on speaking with some work on reading and
writing. Throughout the course, we will study and
discuss a range of authentic materials: songs, social
media posts, articles and more giving you the best
insight into the other side of Israeli life.

GRAPHIC
ELEMENTS

READY TO PUT THE PIECES TOGETHER?

UNDERGROUND
ISRAEL
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PUZZLING ISRAEL

YALLA
COME AND START YOUR HEBREW JOURNEY WITH US!

HOW WE TEACH
The goal of our classes is to equip you with the tools to handle everyday life in
Hebrew or Arabic. This also includes leaving the classroom sometimes to take fun
and fascinating trips related to the course content.
Thanks to a variety of activities (games, singing, movement, or cooking), our
classes are extra interactive and engaging, designed to encourage our students to
start speaking from the first class onwards. This way, we build your
confidence in the classroom to engage with your surroundings in Hebrew or
Arabic.

FANCY LEARNING ARABIC?
We also offer Arabic courses on three levels.
Check them out and have fun learning languages.

Beginner Arabic
Navigating alQuds

Intermediate Arabic
Palestinian Society

Advanced Arabic
All about (advanced)
Arabic

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR EVENING ARABIC COURSES HERE

